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ABSTRACT:The article is set to identify the usage of modern means of communications
in criminal activity, the types of communications frequently used by perpetrators and
whether the interception of communications made by modern means can be ordered by the
Court without identifying the person who owns the account.
The article argues that in relation to current legislation and the standards set by the
jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights the identification of the owner of the
account used is necessary and it is relevant in the procedure of authorizing the technical
surveillance measure.
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1. MODERN MEANS OF COMMUNICATION
Security and secrecy of communication tend to be the main concerns for any
provider. Modern means of communication enter our lives, changing our behavior and
thus the variety of ways of communicating is expanding fast. Social media platforms
such as Facebook are providing tools for both public and private communications and
instant messenger applications such as Whatsapp have become increasingly used.
In this context, judicial authorities are sometimes obstructed by the sheer number of
systems that provide means of communication and by the reluctance of the providers to
offer access to such communications.
Furthermore the anonymity of the account holder presents an obvious obstacle in
obtaining proper surveillance authorization and such anonymity is sometimes presented
in a way that leads to acquiring new users.
To ensure confidentiality some modern means of communication resort to encryption.
This tends to protect the conversation from outside interference and such a protection is
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